
TOWER OF LONDON

ESOL TRAIL

HIGHER LEVEL

Task: Take a photograph of an object or place 
that you find interesting to talk about in class.

Find the Jewel House. 

Which of these two men  
would be welcome at the  
Jewel House and which  
would not? Why? 

The Tower of London is  
famous for being where  
the Crown Jewels are kept.

Which crown contains the 
famous Koh-i-Noor diamond?

Answer

At Tower Green can you  
find this? 
Complete the sentence:  
‘Here jewelled names were  
broken from the

This is Beauchamp Tower (pronounced 
Beecham).Many important people were 
imprisoned here.
What do many visitors come here to see?

Answer

Can you find the following?  
A lion, a bell, a tree?  
Tick if you find them

This is the study of which 
famous person imprisoned 
in the Bloody Tower?

Answer

Name two plants and their 
medicinal uses grown by  
this prisoner

Answer



TRAIL MAP
Can you find the answers  
to these questions?

Answer

This is the White Tower.

How is one of the four small 
towers at the top different?

Answer

This is the Cradle Tower. What fruit 

is connected to this tower? How?

Answer

Edward l (1239 – 1307) began a 
collection of animals at the Tower 
of London called the Menagerie.

How many different animal 
sculptures can you find?

Answer

Mark X on the map 
where you find them.  

Can you see any Yeomen  
or ‘Beefeaters’ who wear  
this uniform? 
These guards of the Tower of  
London were started by Henry Vll.
What do you think the letters on 
their chest mean?

Answer

Can you find the Royal Mint? 
This is where coins were made  from 1279 -1810.
Who was made Master of the  Mint in 1699?

Do you know the name of this famous gate?

What is above the gate?

Answer

Answer

Who slept there?

Answer

Several very important people were held 

prisoner at the Tower of London, some 

never leaving. How many names of  

famous prisoners can you discover?

Answer

In the White Tower you can  
see a huge display of armour  
and arms.
Who did this large suit of  
armour belong to?

Answer

The raven is thought to bring  
luck to the Tower of London.
Find the cages where the ravens 
are sometimes kept. Can you see 
anything unusual inside the cages? 

Now look behind you! Can you  
find the place that provided the 
palace with its drinking water? 
What is it called?

Answer

Answer


